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my first music workshop

Bought in the hopes that this could become a good game, when fully developped. currently not worth playing. Very stale and
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repetative gameplay, no variety and currently only a few models of guitars. Hopefully the devs will impliment more instruments
and things to do so I can edit my review.. Not recommended, for now at least, try to be a house flipper simulator / PC Building
Simulator it has many bugs, for example when you try to repair an instrument sometimes it goes without fail or tells you that you
must repair ropes but it does not have any money when buying instruments, money is not deducted from your money, can't even
repair the instuments properly.. I don't know what i expected for 39 cents!. You may have noticed that I played this game for an
exact total of 13 minutes because that's exactly how long it took me to realize that this game is desperately unfinished. The first
thing that i noticed was that there was only one instrument to do something with, a guitar. That's it. The only intrument this
music shop of mine worked on was a variety of guitars. They all have the same thing wrong with them too, they all need to be
tuned and cleaned although, cleaning is just portrayed by throwing a cup of water on the sodding thing. Oh, yeah. You can also
buy used guitars and do the same things plus a few other things like repainting the guitar, repairing its base or giving it new
strings but, all of these things are shown to you by a short sound bite playing and the instrument changing from broken to not
broken in an instant. All this does is make you more money but, shortly after repairing a few guitars and making a couple
hundred bucks in the span of thirty seconds, I found that there wasn't anything to work towards. There is nothing to spend your
money on except for guitar parts and it only takes half of your income from repairing one guitar to pay for those. In brief, this
game can be fully experienced after just a few mouse clicks. I wanna say it's not done but, it's been out for a while now. So, I
assume the creator has most likely abandoned it because they are the laziest person in the universe.
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